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Minority Protections and Bilateral
Agreements: An Effective Mechanism
By ELIZABETH F. DEFEIS

I. Introduction
Minority protection, an issue that received scant attention in the
post World War H regime, has emerged as the flashpoint in
international relations. Folowing the breakup of the former Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia, with the concomitant tragic escalation of
ethnic violence in those States as well as on other continents,
attention has once again focused on developing international norms,
agreements and regimes for effective minority protection. Under the
auspices of the United Nations and regional organizations such as the
Council of Europe and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, multilateral and bilateral treaties and
declarations have been adopted and commitments undertaken.
The 1990 Document of the Copenhagen Meeting on the Human
Dimension of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe is clearly the high point of standard setting in the area of
minority protection. Meanwhile, the 1990 U.N. Declaration on
Minorities sets forth minimum standards for minority protection but
adds little to minority protection already provided for in article 27 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).
More recently, the Council of Europe Framework Convention for the

* Professor of Law, Seton Hall University School of Law. Professor Dofeis
would like to thank her Research Assistants, Meri J. Van Blarcom, Class of 1997 and
Kristen M. Jasket, Class of 2000. Professor Defeis received a Fulbright grant in 1996
as the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe Scholar and researched
minority issues in Italy and Russia.
1. Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human
Dimension of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europ-, June 29,
1990,29 I.L.M. 1305. In January 1995, the Conference on Security and Co-operation
in Europe became the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe.
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Protection of National Minorities became the first multilateral treaty
specifically dealing with minority protections. 2 Rather than reflecting
a progressive development of norms in this area, however, it is
somewhere between the prior two instruments in terms of specificity
and potential effectiveness.
These international documents recognize that diverse initiatives
are necessary to reduce ethnic conflict and encourage States to
implement appropriate initiatives.
Reliance upon bilateral
agreements is particularly encouraged in those situations involving
protection of minorities in the so-called near abroad, that is, a
situation where ethnic minorities reside in States adjacent to or near
their country of nationality as a result of a change of borders or the
disintegration of the nationality country.
Recent bilateral agreements address minority issues in detail and
provide for international or joint oversight. However, as with most
political agreements, it is their implementation that will determine
their effectiveness.
One successful example of the bilateral approach is that taken by
Italy and Austria in resolving the status of the German-speaking
minority in Italy, a source of lingering conflict between the two
States. The historic De Gasperi-Gruber Agreement in 1946 and
subsequent agreements addressed the status of the German-speaking
minority in Italy, but implementation was a source of contention by
both parties for almost fifty years. With U.N. oversight and prodding,
its final resolution is now considered a success story in the often
troubled history of ethnic relations and can provide guidance for
contemporary bilateral agreements and their implementation.
This Article explores the feasibility of bilateral agreements in

2. See Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, EUR.
PARL. Ass., 95th Sess. (1995), 34 I.L.M. 351 [hereinafter Framework Convention].
The Framework Convention entered into force on October 3, 1997 when Finland
became the twelfth of forty members of the Council of Europe to ratify it. See
Council of Europe: European Leaders Preparefor "United Europe' Summit, EUR.
REP., Oct. 4, 1997, available in 1997 WL 13047001. More recently, on April 1, 1998,
the Czech Republic became the sixteenth member to sign the Framework
Convention. See Convention on Protection of Minorities Valid from April 1, CZECH
NEWS AGENCY, Mar. 31, 1998, at 4; see also Sinn Fein's Return to Ireland Talks,
TIMES (London), Mar. 25,1998, at 19 (Britain, entered into force on May 1, 1998, and
the Republic of Ireland are also signatories to the Convention.); Bulgaria to Sign
NationalMinorities Convention, XINHUA ENGLISH NENvSwiRE, Oct. 6. 1997, available
in 1997 WL 11203458 (President Peter Stoyanov of Bulgaria signed the Framework
Convention in October 1997).
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situations of ethnic discord and analyzes the successful bilateral
approach of Austria and Italy in dealing with the situation of the
German-speaking population in the South Tyrol region of Italy. It
then reviews the international and regional documents pertaining to
minority protection and compares the De Gasperi-Gruber
Agreement and subsequent accords with the Copenhagen Document,
the 1992 U.N. Declaration on Minorities and the Framework
Convention of the Council of Europe to determine to what extent
the bilateral agreements reached in 1946 and 1969 incorporate the
principles subsequently enunciated in these documents. Finally,
several recent treaties that include provisions for minority protection
will be discussed to determine whether a successful formula, albeit
fact sensitive, is emerging for effective minority protection through
bilateral agreements.
IH. Historical Background
The human rights regime reflected in the U.N. Charter and the
1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights embraces the liberal
philosophy of individual rights premised upon principles of equality
and non-discrimination. In the drafting of those instruments, special
minority protection gave way to the dominant philosophy of general
and universal protection of human rights.
Historically, religious minorities were the first to be afforded
international protection through agreements between and among
States.' The peace treaties of Munster and Osnabruck between
France, the Holy Roman Empire and their respective allies (the
Peace of Westphalia) contained provisions relating to the religious
and political rights of minority communities in ceded territories:
3. See Resolution and Declarationon the Rights of PersonsBelonging to National

or Ethnic Religious and Linguistic Minorities, G.A. Res. 471135, U.N. GAORt 47th
Sess., Annex, U.N. Doe. AIRes!471135IAnnex (1992) [hereinafter U.N. Declaration
on Minorities].
4. See Framework Convention, supra note 2.

5. Conversely, political minorities were considered a potential threat to the
unity of the majority. See David Wippman, The Evolution and Implementation of
Minority Rights, 66 FoRDHAm L. REV. 597,598 (1997).
6. See FRANcESCO CAPOTORTi, SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR OFTHE SUB-COM .ISSION
ON PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND PROTECTION OF MINORITIES, STLDY ON
THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS BELONGING TO ETHNIC, RELIGIOUS AND LLNGUISTIC

MINoRrms, U.N. Doc. EICN.4/Sub2384/Rev. 1,U.N. Sales No. E.78.XIV.1 (1979).
7. See id. at 2; see also Danilo Tilrk, Protection of Minorities in Europe, in 3
COLLECTED CouRsEs OFTHE ACADEMiY OF EUROPEAN L ,\Lw
(bk. 2) 143, 152 (1994).
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With the disintegration early in this century of three multinational
empires, Austria-Hungary, Russia and the Ottoman Empire, the
number of persons belonging to ethnic or religious minorities
proliferated throughout central and eastern Europe.' In response, a
system for the protection of national minorities was put in place
through the League of Nations.
Although the Covenant of the League of Nations contained no
provisions relating to national minorities, treaties on minority
protections were signed at the Paris Peace Conference, special
provisions were incorporated into the peace treaties, and some States
made unilateral declarations pertaining to national minorities at the
League of Nations. Additionally, in the context of bilateral
agreements, provisions for the protection of national minorities were
adopted within the framework of other agreements. Agreements
containing provisions on minority protection were concluded between
Germany and Poland, Austria and Czechoslovakia, and Greece and
Italy, among others.9 These documents generally provided for the
right to equality and nondiscrimination, citizenship, the use of one's
own language and the establishment and control of charitable,
religious and social institutions. Some also required the State to
provide "equitable" financial support to minority schools, where
instruction at the primary level would be in the minority language,
and to other institutions."
While the system of minority protection diminished abuse of
Tfrk discusses the Protestant Reformation's effect on seventeenth-century Europe,
its creation of new religious status and the beginnings of international
acknowledgment. Tfirk highlights that religious freedom and non-discrimination
were bulwarks of the first international treaties. Such treaties included the Treaty of
Paris (1763) between France, Spain and Great Britain, which protected Catholics'
freedom of -worship. For further description of provisions in treaties prior to the
implementation of the minorities system of the League of Nations, see TUrk, supra
note 7, at 152-55.
8. For further statistics, see TORE MODEEN, THE INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION
OF NATIONAL MINORITIES IN EUROPE 49 (1969).
9. See CAPOTORTI, supra note 6, at 17-18; see also Ttirk, supra note 7, at 156.
10. Hurst Hannum, Contemporary Developments in the InternationalProtection
of the Rights of Minorities, 66 NOTRE DAME L. REv. 1431, 1432-33 (1991). Hannum
cites generally: INIS L. CLAUDE, NATIONAL MINORITIES: AN INTERNATIONAL
PROBLEM 17-20 (1955); OSCAR JANOWSKY, NATIONALITIES AND NATIONAL
MINORITIES 112-15 (1994); CARLILE A. MACARTNEY, NATIONAL STATES AND
NATIONAL MINORITIES, 273-94, 502-06 (1934); CAPOTORTI, supra note 6, at 18-19;
Treaties and InternationalInstruments Concerningthe Protection of Minorities, U.N.
Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, at
1919-52,
2-12, U.N. Doc. EICN.4/Sub.2/133 (1951).
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minority rights and unilateral intervention by States to some extent,
its effectiveness was limited. For example, the issue of German
minorities in Poland and Czechoslovakia became a significant, albeit
pretextual, precipitating factor for German aggression and World
War Il.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the drafters of the U.N.
Charter discarded special minority protection through international
agreements in favor of a human rights regime based on equality and
non-discrimination. Indeed, in his report on the question of the legal
validity of the League of Nations minority protection regime, the

Secretary General stated that the system:
as a whole was overthrown by the Second World War and that the
international decisions reached since 1944 had been inspired by a
different philosophy, that is by the idea of a general and universal
protection of human rights. Reviewing the situation as a whole,
therefore, one is led to conclude that between 1939 and 1947
circumstances changed to such extent that, generally speaking, the
system should be considered as having ceased to exist"

Thus, both the U.N. Charter and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights accepted the principle of equality and nondiscrimination of all individuals, rather than special minority
protection.' Neither document contains any reference to minorities."
As a consequence, issues of minority protection were left to the
States to deal with, either internally or bilaterally." Following World
War II, Italy and Austria were urged by the Allied powers to
bilaterally resolve their volatile dispute over the status of the
German-speaking population in Italy. The result was the De
Gasperi-Gruber Agreement, concluded in 1946, and the subsequent

11. Study on the Legal Validity of the Undertakings ConcerningMinorities, U.N.
ESCOR, 6th Sess., at chap. XIV, U.N. Doc. EICN.41367 and Add. 1 (1950).
12- See CAPOTORTI, supra note 6, at 26, cited in Ttrk, supra note 7, at 162.
13. See id. "The drafters of the United Nations Charter seemed to assume: 1)

that European and other minorities would be satisfied if their individual rights,
particularly those of equality and non-discrimination, were respected; and 2) that
reference to the principle of self-determination would be adequate to resolve the
problem of colonialism." Hannum, supra note 10,at 1434.
14. See CAPOTORTI, supra note 6, at 102-03; see also Tilrk, supranote 7, at 172-74.
U.N. literature maintains that there exists no right of self-determination for

minorities. On the contrary, it is seen as "axiomatic," superseded by secessionist

fears of the respective countries involved as well as the U.N. body itself. However,
there is a question of whether States have any duty of positive action in favor of
minorities under article 27 of the ICCPR.
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Package of 1969.
MI. South Tyrol and the Bilateral Approach
The ethnic conflicts in South Tyrol, the northernmost province in
Italy, have ancient roots motivated in part by its strategic location
near the Brenner Pass.15 Varied and complex groupings of peoples
settled in the tiny region, and the area's customs and languages
reflected the numerous invasions, both before and after it became an
official part of the Holy Roman Empire in February 1364.6 Though
the land was then politically controlled by the Hapsburgs, its culture
was not. In the twelfth century, the influence of the Italian cultural
presence was evident, and Italian trade and clergy ensured that it
would continue.17 The Holy Roman Emperor Joseph's (1780-1790)
attempt at state centralization failed, but the principle that public
officials should be Italian in Italian-speaking areas and German in
German-speaking areas, while in mixed areas officials should be
bilingual, was well established. "S
Presently, Italy includes twenty autonomous regions, five with
special status and two with treaty-based obligations."9
The
northernmost province, Bolzano, 0 is separated from northern Tyrol
by the mountains of the Brenner Pass. When Italy acquired it
following World War I, about eighty-five percent of its inhabitants
were German-speaking Austrians." The war aims of the United
States, set forth in President Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points,
recommended a "readjustment of the frontiers of Italy along clearly
15. See ANTONY E. ALCOCK, THE HISTORY OF THE SOUTH TYROL QUESTION 3
(1970).
16. See id. at 6.
17. See id. at 7-8. Although the land was politically within the Austro-German
sphere, its cultural sphere of influence was rapidly developing Italian interests.

18. See id.
19. See Sabino Cassese & Luisa Torchia, The Meso Level in Italy, in RISE OF
MEsO GovERNMENT IN EUROPE 93-95 (L.J. Sharpe ed., 1993). The regions were
constructed under Italy's 1948 constitution in an attempt to avoid a centralized
government. See id. Constitutional rules were not in full effect until the 1970s,
except in the special statute regions of Sicily, Sardinia, Valle d'Aosta, Trentino-Alto
Adige and Friuli-Venezia-Giulia. These areas are an anomaly in the centralized
regional system.
20. See Antony E. Alcock, South Tyrol, Coexistence in Some Plural European
Societies, 72 MINORITY RTs. GROUP REP. 4 (1986). Acquisition was incompatible
with an expectation that peace would be made specifically through selfdetermination. For further analysis, see also ALcOCK, supra note 15, at 19-20.
21. See ALcOCK, supra note 15, at 496 tbl.d.
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recognizable lines of nationality."'
At Versailles, however, Italy
argued that since South Tyrol and Trento were both parts of Italy,
and since the area as a whole had an Italian majority, the AustroItalian frontier should be drawn at the Brenner Pass' This argument
prevailed, and because Italy was a victorious power, the League of
Nations did not oblige it to sign a minority treaty governing relations
with its new citizens.24 However, some limited recognition of cultural
and linguistic accommodation was offered. The German population
in South Tyrol was recognized as a nationality, and the German and
Italian languages were to remain equal.
The rise of Italian fascism put an end to this accommodation.
When Benito Mussolini seized control in 1922, his fascist regime
began to "Italianize" South Tyrol. A thirty-two point program for
denationalization was adopted that: (1) established Italian as the only
official language; (2) required the dismissal of all German clerks who
did not speak Italian adequately; (3) abolished or forbade the use of
the German name for South Tyrol (Sudtirol); (4) encouraged Italians
to move to the area; and (5) abolished the decree recognizing the
legitimacy of Austrian and German diplomas and even the use of
German on tombstones.' 6 Many Italian laborers, industrial workers
and government officials moved to the region; street names were
changed; surnames of German-speaking families were "Italianized";
and the German language could no longer be used in legal
transactions. z'
The effect on the German population in South Tyrol was severe.
The lack of German schooling and culture, as well as the removal of
many promising young people of German descent from public
service, took many possible leaders and politicians from the region.:
22- The Fourteen PointsSpeech, in 3 THE PUBLIC PAPERS OFNVOODROW WILSON:
WAR AND PEACE 155, 155-62 (Ray Stannard Baker & William E. Dodd eds., 1927);
see also The Fourteen PointsAddress, in 45 THE PAPERS OF WOODROW VILSON 534,
537 (Arthur S. Link ed., 1984).
23. See ALCOCK, supra note 15, at 20.
24. Italy was deemed a Great Power at the end of World War I,and as Alcock
points out, the Great Powers would "not be subjected to the indignity of the
infringement of sovereignty implied by a Minority Treaty." Id. at 24.
25. See id.
26. See id. at 33-34.
27. Richard C. Hottelet, Finis for One Ethnic Spat, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR,

Dec. 31,1992, at 19.
28. See Alcock, supra note 20, at 4. Moreover, the Italian speaking people in the
region centered themselves in urban areas wvith better housing and education. The
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The treatment of the German-speaking population in South Tyrol
caused much resentment in Germany and Austria. In October 1939,
an agreement between Nazi Germany and Italy was reached whereby
the South Tyrolese were given the option of either transferring to the
Reich and giving up their homeland or remaining and accepting
complete assimilation. 9 Partly because of the tremendous pressure
exerted by Germany, approximately eighty percent opted to resettle,
but World War II disrupted the program and only about a third
actually left." Many of those who left were the young, urban
residents and workers, leaving a German-speaking population
without a politically active middle class."
Although the Allied powers once again considered the status of
South Tyrol following World War II, South Tyrol remained part of
Italy. 2 Austria, as a defeated State, was then under four-party
occupation, and its future was uncertain. However, the Allies urged
Italy and Austria to reach an agreement on the status of South Tyrol.
In September 1946, the Italian Foreign Minister, Alcide de Gasperi,
and the Austrian Foreign Minister, Karl Gruber, signed an agreement
which provided that the German-speaking residents of Bolzano and
Trento would receive complete equality of rights with their fellow
Italians and access to public administration, as well as special
provisions to protect their ethnic character and cultural and economic
development.'
The language of the document was innovative, referring to a
community of people, the "German-speaking element," not to
individual members of the group.
The De Gasperi-Gruber
result was an urban-agricultural divide further exaggerating the already existing
ethnic divide. See id.
29. See CONRAD F. LATOUR, SODTIROL UND DIE ACHsE BERLIN.-ROM 1938-1945
[SOUTH TYROL AND THE BERLIN-ROME Axis 1938-1945] (1962).
30. See Peter J. Katzenstein, Ethnic PoliticalConflict in South 7rol, in ETHNIC
CONFLICr IN THE WESTERN WORLD 287, 290 (Milton J. Esman ed., 1977). Twenty

thousand immigrants returned after the war, but the total loss through emigration
eventually amounted to fifty thousand German speakers. See id.
31. See id. Katzenstein argues that this population shift kept the Germanspeaking population in rural areas and further weakened an urban base from which
to glean future political leadership. See also ALCOCK, supra note 15, at 55-58, 210.
32- See Alcock, supra note 20, at 4. The South Tyrolese sought to have their
region returned to Austria. The Allies made their decision for two reasons: (1) to
reward a nation that reversed alliances and stood to lose territory and colonies
because of their alliance with Hitler; and (2) Austria's future was uncertain since it
was under four-party occupation. See id.
33. See id. at 5.
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Agreement guaranteed expansive autonomy to South Tyrol, including
autonomous legislative and executive power.? The Agreement was
not well received by some Austrians and South Tyrolese who insisted
on a right of self-determination and reunification of South Tyrol with
Austria. In the face of these continuing claims for self-determination
and following minimal consultation with the population, Italy
adopted the Autonomy Statute of 1948 to implement the Agreement.
It was, in fact, quite restrictive and linked South Tyrol with the
Trento Province where the Italian-speaking population was
dominant.' The Provincial government did not have any meaningful
powers, and the State was required to fund its projects. On the other
hand, German cultural identity was restored through the reestablishment of German language schools, the recognition of the
German language in all official proceedings and the restoration of
German names that were previously "Italianized."
In the 1950s, frustrations over the lack of implementation of the
Agreement emerged in the form of terrorist activities involving
ambushes of border patrols and bombings of trains and power pylons,
activities that continued for almost two decades." There were even
accusations from Rome that Austria failed to stop shipments of
explosives into the region.'
Some believed that the activities
progressed to such a level that only self-determination for the region
could resolve the conflict."
The Austrian government, in its role as protector of the
province's interests, both in 1960 and 1961, brought the South Tyrol
situation to the attention of the United Nations." The following were
on the General Assembly's agenda for discussion: "The status of the

34. The precise method for implementing the Agreement was to be a so-called
autonomy statute drafted in consultation with local German-speaking
representatives. See ALCOCK, supranote 15, at 150-51.
35. See Robert C. Doty, German and Italian Groups Reluctantly Back South
TyrolAccord, N.Y. TimEs, Nov. 30,1969, at 7.
36. See Italy's Proposals Backed in Tyrol, N.Y. TIMEs, Nov. 24, 1969, at 9.
Austria's lenient treatment of a terrorist convicted of killing four Italians was
protested by Rudolf Bing, then General Manager of the Metropolitan Opera in New
York City. See Robert C. Doty, 8 Bombs Explode on Italian Trains, N.Y. TImEs,
Aug. 10, 1969, at 4; Donald Henahan, Met's Bing Upset by Tyrol Verdict, N.Y. TPIES,

Jan. 10,1969, at 39.
37. See Hottelet, supranote 27, at 19.
38. See Katzenstein, supra note 30, at 291.
39. See Questions Relatingto Europe: Status of the German-SpeakingElement in

the Province ofBolzano (Bozen), 1960 U.N.Y.B. 176, U.N. Sales No. 61.1.1.
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German-speaking element in the Province of Bolzano (Bozen).
Implementation of the Paris Agreement of 5 September 1946." Italy
objected to placing the matter before the United Nations on the
grounds that the matter was internal and suggested that issues be
resolved by the International Court of Justice at the Hague.
However, as a practical matter, it was necessary for Italy to arrive at
an accommodation with Austria in order to remove the :item from the
agenda.' °
The United Nations was reluctant and powerless to impose a
settlement and instead advised the parties to continue bilateral
discussions and consultations under its watchful eye. Extensive
negotiations continued for more than thirty years and involved, at
times, not only the two States but also the Council of Europe, the
United Nations and the Catholic Church. In 1969, both sides went to
Switzerland's Moral Rearmament Conference Center in an attempt
to address the concerns regarding the improved Autonomy Statute.'
The understanding reached between the two countries resulted in a
"Package" of 137 draft bills and administrative measures designed to
give greater autonomy to the 230,000 German-speaking inhabitants in
the region. The Package effectively de-linked Trento from South
Tyrol and gave the province control of its own budget, economic
planning and schooling, established parity in the use of Italian and
German language in pubic affairs and required that two-thirds of
State jobs be held by German speakers. The Austrian Parliament
reluctantly approved the Package after its foreign minister cautioned
that Austria must be "realistic" since neither West nor East wanted a
change of borders between Italy and Austria. 3 In addition, the Alto
Adige region was to be officially called South Tyrol.4
A new Autonomy Statute, which amended the 1948 statute, was
adopted in 1970 and contained specific and detailed provisions. It
provided that the administrative and legislative powers of agriculture
and tourism, as well as other sectors previously controlled by the
40. See QuestionsRelating to Europe: Status of the German-SpeakingElemcnt in
the Province of Bolzano (Bozen), 1961 U.N.Y.B. 143, U.N. Doc. A/SPC/SR. 176-185,
U.N. Sales No. 62.1.1.
41. See Michael Henderson, South Tyrol's Example, CHRISTIAN SC. MONITOR,
July 1, 1992, at 19.
42. See Doty, supra note 35.
43. See Austrian Chamber Approves South Tyrol Pact, N.Y. TIMEs;, Dec. 17, 1969,
at 2.
44. See id.
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Italian State, be transferred to the Province of South Tyrol. German
speakers were assured an ethnic proportion within the bureaucracy.
Competence in both Italian and German was required for positions
from chauffeur through director. The Province automatically
received 1.61 percent of any State expenditure in pertinent areas of
social welfare and economy. The Province could contest State laws
before they reached the Constitutional Court!' Early inhabitants of
the Province were required to declare their ethnic status.'
Despite some setbacks, a period of collaboration began between
the two ethnic groups and countries, spanning almost two decades of
commitment and cooperation. After more than half a century of
conflict, by a vote of 125 to 30, the General Assembly in 1992
declared that Italy fully complied with the Agreement of 1946 and
effectively withdrew Austria's complaint to the United Nations."

IV. Minority Rights and International Norms
The most important international treaty provision pertaining to
minority protection is article 27 of the ICCPR."' Article 27 provides:
45. Id.
46. Alcock, supra note 20, at 6. A problem arose regarding those, such as
children of mixed marriages or those who thought it against their Italian
constitutional rights to do so, who did not declare their alliance to a particular group.
Id In 1984, the Council of State declared this provision illegal because it failed to
provide the opportunity for some to declare "other language" or "mixed language."
Id.
47. Report of the Sub-Conunission on the Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities, Hum. Rts. Comm., 45th Sess., at ST 25, 27, U.N. Doe.
EICN.4Sub.2/1993/11 (1993).
48. Other treaties that provide for minority protection include the Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, Dec. 9,1948.78 U.N.T.S.
277, which provides in article 2:
Genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy,
in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to
bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
The International Labour Organisation Indigenous and Tribal Populations
Convention, June 27,1989,28 I.LM. 1382 (revised), article 28 provides:
1. Children belonging to the peoples concerned shall, wherever
practicable, be taught to read and write in their own indigenous
language or in the language most commonly used by the group to %%hich
they belong. When this is not practicable, the competent authorities
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In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities
exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the
right, in community with the other members of their group, to
enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own religion,
or to use their own language.

Although article 27 of the ICCPR recognizes the existence of
minority rights, protection of such rights is stated in negative rather
than affirmative terms. Further, the Covenant fails to define minority
status, and States may declare that no minority population exists
within their territory, thus avoiding the reach of article 27
completely. 9 While the literature pertaining to minority rights is
thorough, thoughtful and innovative, there is no uniformly accepted
definition of a minority." Special Rapporteur Francesco Capotorti
proposed the most widely accepted definition in his Study on the
Rights of Persons Belonging to Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic
Minorities which was submitted to the Sub-Commission on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities in 1977.
He proposed that a minority is:
[A] group numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a
State, in a non-dominant position, whose members-being
nationals of the State-possess ethnic, religious or linguistic
characteristics differing from those of the rest of the population and
show, if only implicitly, a sense of solidarity, directed towards
preserving their culture, traditions, religion or language:

shall undertake consultations with these peoples with a view to the
adoption of measures to achieve this objective.
2. Adequate measures shall be taken to ensure that these peoples have the
opportunity to attain fluency in the national language or in one of the
official languages of the country.
3. Measures shall be taken to preserve and promote the development and
practice of the indigenous languages of the peoples concerned.
Id. at 1390; see also U.N. Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Convention Against Discrimination in Education, 429 U.N.T.S. 6193; Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, 5 I.L.M. 352.
49. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Dec. 16, 1966, art. 27, 999
U.N.T.S. 172 (entered into force Mar. 23,1976).
50. There have been various attempts to define minority. See Geoff Gilbert, The
Council of Europe and Minority Rights, 18 HuM. RTs. Q. 160, 165 (1996); Jelena Pejic,
Minority Rights in InternationalLaw, 19 HuM. Rrs. Q. 666, 667-75 (1997); Wippman,
supra note 5, at 597 (citing John Packer, On the Definition of Minorities, in THE
PROTECTION OF ETHNIC AND LINGUISTIC MINORITIES IN EUROPE 23, 24-27 (John
Packer & Kristian Myntti eds., 1993)).
51. CAPOTORTI, supra note 6, 1 567; see also id. % 560-67. The definition
assumes that the group will be loyal. See also John Packer, On the Content of
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Scholarly opinion is divided over whether article 27 places
affirmative duties on States to ensure equality for persons belonging
to minorities in addition to the non-discrimination norms contained in
the Covenant. At a minimum, however, if read in conjunction with
other provisions of the Covenant, persons belonging to minorities
have the right not to be discriminated against and the right to give
free expression to their religion.'
Capotorti also concludes that
article 27 requires that States provide for the teaching of minority
languages and for its use in educational institutions other than those
established by public authorities.: Further, he concluded that the
government is obligated to take measures in some areas, such as
cultural development, to give effect to minority rights.'
In 1992, the U.N. General Assembly by consensus adopted the
Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or
Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities. 5 While elaborating to
some extent on the guarantees of article 27, it goes further and
guarantees persons belonging to minorities the right to participate
"effectively" in cultural, religious, social, economic and public life, as
well as in decisions made at the national and regional levels affecting
them or the regions in which they live. 5 Further, States must plan
and implement national programs and policies with "due regard for

Minority Rights, in Do WE NEED MINORITY RIGHTS? 121-78 (J.Riikki ed., 1996);
Geoff Gilbert, The Legal Protection Accorded to Minority Groups in Europe, 23
NEr-. Y.B. INT'L L. 67, 104 (1992); Pejic, supra note 50. In his report to the SubCommission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, Jules
Deachenes defined the term "minority" as follows:
A group of citizens of a State, constituting a numerical minority and in a
non-dominant position in that State, endowed with ethnic, religious or
linguistic characteristics which differ from those of the majority of the
population, having a sense of solidarity with one another, motivated, if only
implicitly, by a collective will to survive and whose aim is to achieve equality
with the majority in fact and in law.
Jules Deachenes, Proposal Concerning a Definition of the Term "Minorit,", SubCommission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, 3Sth
Sess., U.N. Doc. EICN.4IS4b.211985131 (1985).
52. The freedoms include the right of parents to ensure the religious and moral
education of their children.
53. CAPoTORTI, supra note 6, at 23S-39.
54. Id. at 98-99.
55. Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic,
Religious and Linguistic Minorities, G.A. Res., U.N. GAOR, 47th Sess., U.N. Doc.
AJRes47/135 (1993).
56. Id. at art. 2(2)-(3).
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the legitimate interests" of persons belonging to minorities."7 The
Declaration sets forth minimum standards relevant to all ethnic,
national, religious and linguistic minorities and states that the
standards are applicable in all situations.53
The most comprehensive approach to protection of minorities is
that taken by the Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE) in a series of documents and commitments agreed to
by member States. Although not legally binding, these commitments
have been characterized by Professor Thomas Buergenthal "as the
source of an overarching European public order that sets the standard
with which all national legal and political institutions in Europe must
comply." 9
Since its inception in 1975, the OSCE has been concerned with
the issue of minority protection." One of the ten general principles,
Principle VII, included in the Helsinki Final Act provided that
"participating States on whose territory national minorities exist"
agree to "respect the rights of persons belonging to such minorities to
equality before the law, [to] afford them the full opportunity for the
actual employment of human rights and fundamental freedoms and,
in this manner, [to] protect their legitimate interests in this sphere."' 1
Moreover, in the section of the Final Act dealing with humanitarian
issues, the participating States agreed to facilitate the contribution of
national minorities to the fields of culture and education. '
The 1990 Document of the Copenhagen Meeting on the Human
Dimension was the apex in the area of minority rights. It contains a
detailed list of provisions protecting the rights of persons belonging to
national minorities, including their right to use publicly, learn, and,
where possible, be educated in their mother tongue; the right to
establish and maintain educational, cultural and religious institutions;
the right to practice religion; the right to intra- and international
contacts with other members of their group; and the right to
57. Id. at art. 5(1).
58. See REPORT ON

A WORKSHOP ON THE UNITED NATIONS DaCLARATION ON
THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS BELONGING TO NATIONAL OR ETHNIC, RELIGIOUS AND
LINGUISTIC MINORIES (1993).

59. Thomas Buergenthal, CSCE Human Dimension: The Birth of a System, in 1
204 (1990).
60. Katherine Birmingham, The OSCE and Minority Issues, THE FOUNDATION
ON INTER-ETHNIC RELATIONS, Nov. 1995, at 12.
61. Id.
62. Id.
COLLECTED COURSES OF THE ACADEMY OF EUROPEAN LAW
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participate in public affairs. " To underscore that such participation
could take place at any appropriate level of government, the
participating States noted the "efforts taken by States to achieve local
or autonomous administrations corresponding to the specific
historical and territorial circumstances of such minorities."'
However, and most importantly, the Copenhagen Document
established that "to belong to a national minority is a matter of a
person's individual choice and no disadvantage may arise from the
exercise of such choice." ' This standard provides protection against a
State's ability to deny minority rights to individuals based on its own
determination of membership in the group.'
The Geneva Final Document, adopted at an OSCE expert
meeting in July 1991, reaffirmed commitments established
previouslyf. However, several new commitments were undertaken,
including the right of persons belonging to national minorities to be
free from assimilation against their will." The Geneva Document
also affirmed that issues concerning national minorities and the
implementation of international obligations and commitments
concerning the rights of persons belonging to them are legitimate
matters of international concern and do not constitute exclusively
internal affairs of participating States. 9 Finally, at the Helsinki
Summit of 1992, participating States of the Conference on Security
and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) established the post of High
Commissioner on National Minorities to be appointed by the
Ministerial Council for a three-year term." This position was created
to be an "instrument of conflict prevention at the earliest possible
stage."7'

63. Id. at 13.

64. For a comprehensive review of the OSCE commitments in the area of
minority rights, see John Packer, The OSCE and InternationalGuarantees of Local
Self-Government, in 16 COLLECTION SCIENCE AND TECNIQUE OF DEMOCRACY 250,

255 (1996); Jane Wright, The OSCE and the Protection of Minority Rights, 18 HuTM.
RTS. Q. 190 (1996).
65. See Birmingham, supranote 60, at 13.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id. at 14.
69. Id.
70. Id. at21.
71. Id. Thus, the High Commissioner is to address situations before they reach
the crisis point and generally may not become involved when violence has already
broken out. Id. at 21-22. The High Commissioner on National Minorities focuses on
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The Council of Europe's Framework Convention for the
Protection of Minorities is the most recent effort to afford minority
protection through international agreement.'
The European
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)' adopted in 1950 contains no
provision guaranteeing minority rights, although article 14 of the
Convention provides that "[the enjoyment of the. rights and
freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without
discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
association with a national minority, property, birth or other status."
Essentially, this is a non-discrimination provision. While a generous
interpretation of article 14 might infer minority protections, it has
been interpreted more often to deny minorities the rights and
freedoms of the ECHR. Thus, the Framework Convention is a
welcome initiative in developing norms for protection of minority
rights in Europe.74
The Explanatory Memorandum attached to the Convention
acknowledges that most of the provisions and guarantees are
programmatic, setting out objectives that the parties will undertake to
pursue but are not directly applicable.75 The Framework Convention
provides a comprehensive set of guidelines against which State action
can be measured. It provides that any member of a national minority
has the right to chose to be treated or not be treated as a minority and
that no disadvantage can result from their choice,"6 Further,
resolving differences that could develop into serious armed conflict with substantial
consequences for peace and security in Europe. Id. The primary goal is the deescalation of tensions through promotion of dialogue, confidence and cooperation
among the parties. ILd.
72. Framework Convention, supra note 2. The Framework Convention has been
ratified by Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Liechtenstein, Malta, Moldova, Romania, San Marino, Slovakia,
Spain, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, the Ukraine and the United
Kingdom. It has been signed by Albania, Armenia, Austria, Bulgaria, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Russia, Sweden and Switzerland. It was most recently ratified by Slovenia,
where it entered into force on July 1, 1998. Slovenia Ratifies the European
Convention on NationalMinorities,COUNCIL EUR. PRESS SERVICE, Mar. 25, 1998.
73. Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
213 U.N.T.S. 221.
74. See generally Gilbert, supra note 51.
75. See Heinrich Klebes, The Council of Europe's Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities, 16 HuM. RTs. L.J. 92, 103 app. I ' 29 (including
complete text of the Framework and the Explanatory Memorandum).
76. Framework Convention, supra note 2, at art. 3.
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minorities shall not be assimilated against their vill. The principles
of equality before the law, equal protection under the law and antidiscrimination are affirmed." Specifically, each person belonging to a
national minority has the right to practice his or her own religion; it
also requires freedom of "peaceful assembly, freedom of association,
freedom of expression, and freedom of thought, conscience and
religion.""" With respect to language, it provides that a national
minority member has "the right to use freely and without interference
his or her minority language, inprivate and in public, orally and in
writing.' S1 Itfirmly establishes that minority rights are a matter of
international concern.
Thus, under general international law, as reflected in
international agreements and documents, and drawing on the
language of article 27 of the ICCPR, the following can be considered
as international minimum standards for protection of minority
groups:'
1. The right to equality and non-discrimination before the law;
2. The right to practice one's own religion and to use one's own
77. Id

78. Id at art. 4.
79.
80.
81.
82.
and of

Id at art.5.
Id at art.7.
Id. at art. 10.
The Framework Convention provides: -The protection of National minorities
the rights and freedoms of persons belonging to those minorities forms an

integral part of the international protection of human rights, and as such falls within
the scope of international cooperation." Framework Convention, supra note 2, at art.
1.
83. In 1983, Giorgio Sacerdoti, set forth the following as minimum standards:
1. The right of individuals, peoples, groups, minorities to existence and
protection from physical suppression;
2. The right of all persons not to be discriminated against on the ground of
religious, linguistic, racial, national or ethnic affiliation;
3. The right of persons belonging to racial and ethnic groups not to be the
object of hostile propaganda;
4. The prohibition, in favor of persons belonging to linguistic, religious, racial,
ethnic or national groups or minorities, of public action positively meant to
destroy or endanger the existing characteristics, traditions, and cultures of
5.

such groups;
The rights of ethnic, national and linguistic minorities to maintain and

preserve their culture and their language, and the right of persons
belonging to religious minorities to profess and practice collectively
their religion.
Giorgio Sacerdoti, New Developments in Groups Consciousnessand the International
Protectionof the Rights of Minorities,13 ISR. Y.B. ON HuM. RTs. 131-32 (19S3).
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language;
3. The right not to be assimilated;
4. The right to declare one's ethnic identity;
5. The right not to be the object of hostile acts or propaganda;
and
6. The right to preserve and develop one's culture.
V. Congruence of Italian-Austrian Agreement with
International Norms
Although the De Gasperi-Gruber Agreement and the
subsequent Package predate the international accords and
declarations pertaining to minority protections, they in fact contain
many of the provisions and suggestions contained in these later
documents.
The 1946 De Gasperi-Gruber Agreement, which
provided the framework for the subsequent Package,' embraced the
equality and non-discrimination approach mandated by the
international documents, most notably article 27 of the ICCPR. It
assured equality of rights for German- and Italian-speaking
inhabitants within the framework of special provisions or affirmative
action to safeguard the ethical character and cultural and economic
development of the German-speaking element." Further, it provided
autonomous legislative and executive regional power to the groups."
Thus, in theory, the Agreement satisfied the basic minimum
substantive content of minority rights. As in so many agreements, it
was the implementation of the Agreement that failed. The flawed
Autonomy Statute of 1948 was intended to implement the Agreement
but was unsatisfactory to both the German-speaking population and
the Austrian government.' When Austria claimed that the treaty
obligations of Italy had not been adhered to and brought its
complaint to the United Nations in 1960, intensive negotiations were
undertaken in order to obtain effective implementation of the 1946
84. See ALCOcK, supra note 15, at app. 1 (providing the text of the De GasperiGruber Agreement).

85. Id. 1.
86. Id. 2. The implementations regarding autonomy were to be drafted in
discussion with the local representative German-speaking elements.
87. The Council of State, in a June 1952 opinion, stated that German was only a
subsidiary and not an official language. ALCOCK, supra note 15, at 199. The decision
was based on the fact the Paris Agreement made no mention of the official status of
the German language, and the absence of such a provision made it clear that it was
not so intended. Id.
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agreement.
The Package adopted in 1969 contains many of the guarantees
now embodied in multilateral documents, but it also goes beyond the
norms and provisions suggested in the documents and can provide a
useful model for those seeking to resolve ethnic issues."t
For example, the Framework Convention requires States to
create conditions necessary for effective participation in public affairs
and the OSCE Accords. The Copenhagen Document notes that a
possible means of attaining such participation is autonomous
administration. In fact, the Package goes much further and is more
specific giving primary legislative powers in broad areas including
mines, roads, public services, tourism, housing and agriculture, among
others, to the regions of Bolzano and Trento. Beyond that, however,
ethnic proportion in the workforce is required in State and semi-State
bureaus with the exception of the police and the defense ministry.
Also, proficiency in both German and Italian is required at all levels.
The Copenhagen Document and Framework Convention require
States to provide language instruction in the minority language. For
example, the Framework Convention only requires parties "as far as
possible and within the framework of their education systems" to
provide such instruction. According to the Package, teaching in preelementary, elementary and secondary schools, high schools,
technical and art schools and teacher training must be done in the
mother tongue of the students by teachers of the same mother
tongue. The Package also provides for the creation of a university in
the region after consultation between the region and provinces
concerned.'

8S. Hottelet, supra note 27, at 19.
89. For the text of the Package, see ALCOCK, supra note 15, at 434.
90. At the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, the courses are held in three
languages-German, Italian and English-with the instruction and examinations
conducted in the corresponding language of the professor or instructor. The creation
of an Albanian university, Tetovo University, in Macedonia is a source of conflict in
Macedonia. The university was characterized by some as a political maneuver to
combine political parties of Albanians living in Macedonia. See Risto Lazarov, The
Albanians in Macedonia:Co-Citizenship Or... ?,BAL1%N FORUM, June 1995, at 19,
35-36. The beginning of instruction at Tetovo University resulted in riots and deaths
of numerous citizens, as many political parties called for the university to b.e shut
down. Ild. at 37. Reports are inconsistent; some indicate that "instruction at the
illegal Tetovo University has been temporarily halted, while others suggest that it is
still being conducted in private houses." IA. However, lectures have been conducted
at the Academy of Pedagogy in Skopje, Macedonia in the Albanian language. Id.
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While the Framework Convention requires the use of the
minority language before administrative authorities upon request,"
and the Copenhagen Document requires the use of the mother
tongue "wherever possible and necessary" before public authorities,'
the Package places the option of using German in public life in all
public dealings with the German speaker.'
The Framework Convention requires that State parties ensure,
so far as possible, that persons belonging to national minorities have
the possibility of creating and using their own media.94 The Package
gives primary legislative power regarding the media to the Province.'
Perhaps more importantly, and ignored in both the Framework
Convention and Copenhagen Document, are the provisions regarding
financing of the programs, for indeed, financing was a key factor in
the success of the Package. These provisions require that, in the
employment and social welfare sectors, the province must, receive 1.61
percent of any State expenditure.6 Because of the expansion in
tourism and the ski industry, the accompanying economic "boom,"
the infusion of funds from the European Union's Common
Agricultural policy and the funds accruing through the 1.61 percent
allocation of the government expenditures, the economy in the region
has soared.
While the general principles set forth in the Framework
Convention, Copenhagen Document and U.N. Declarations were
adhered to, the precise calibration of rights and responsibilities were
worked out by Italy and Austria and were very specifically adjusted
to the local situation and sensibilities. Indeed, the process is ongoing
as mutual trust and accommodation are fostered.
VI. Effectiveness of Bilateral Agreement;
It cannot be disputed that bilateral arrangemenis, with the
willingness to discuss the national minorities issues on both a legal
and political basis, can be an effective mechanism in resolving ethnic
conflict. Since World War II, a number of bilateral agreements,
declarations and accords pertaining to minority rights have been
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Framework Convention, supra note 2, at art. 10.
Id. at art. 34.
ALCOCK, supra note 15, at 440 (points 64-69 of the Package).
Framework Convention, supra note 2, at art. 10.
ALCOCK, supra note 15, at 434 (point 11 of the Package).

96. Alcock, supra note 20, at 6.
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issued.
These bilateral accords can be more effective than
international enactments because the responsibilities of States to
which the minority belongs can be more clearly set forth, as can the
guarantees afforded to the minority population. Moreover, the
guarantees afforded can be more comprehensive and situation
specific. Indeed, Special Rapporteur Capotorti noted that "bilateral
agreements dealing with minority rights concluded between States
where minorities live and the States from which such minorities
originate (especially between neighbouring countries) would be
extremely useful.""3 However, he cautioned that bilateral relations
must be based on respect for sovereignty, territorial integrity and
non-interference in internal affairs of the States involved?
Asbjorn Edie, in his report submitted to the Sub-Commission on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, urged a
similar approach. He noted and recommended the following:
In their bilateral relations States should engage in constructive
cooperation to facilitate reciprocal protection of the equality and
promotion of group identities. States should conclude bilateral
treaties or other arrangements on good neighbourly relations based
on the principles of the Charter and on international human rights
law, combining commitments of strict non-intervention with
provisions for cooperation in facilitating the promotion of
conditions for the maintenance of group identities and transborder
contacts by members of minorities.
The contents of provisions on minorities contained in such
treaties and other bilateral arrangements should be based on
universal and regional instruments on equality, non-discrimination
and minority rights, including the Document of the Copenhagen
Meeting on the Human Dimension of the Conference on Security
and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) of 1990 and the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to
National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities. Where
specific minorities are mentioned in such provisions, the treaty

should contain an additional provision ensuring that minorities not
mentioned in the treaty shall enjoy the same level of protection and
promotion of their existence and identity.'.
97.

CAPOTORTI, supra note 7, at 30-31.
98. Id. at 103.
99. Id.
100. Possible Ways and Means of Facilitating the Peacefid and Constructive

Solution of Problems Involving Minorities Report Submitted by Mr. Asbjorn Edie,
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Thus, the Council of Europe Framework Convention for the
Protection of Minorities provides that "[t]he Parties shall endeavor to
conclude, where necessary, bilateral and multilateral agreements with
other States, in particular neighboring States, in order to ensure the
protection of persons belonging to the nationa] minorities
concerned.

1

.

Several bilateral agreements incorporating minority protections
reflect the principles contained in the Copenhagen Document or
attempt to give greater specificity to and implement the minority
protections contained in the Council of Europe's Framework. One
example is the treaty between the Federal Republic of Germany and
the Republic of Poland on Good Neighborliness and Friendly
Cooperation concluded in 1991."°2 Through the bilateral treaty, two
historical adversaries endeavored to "close the painful chapter of the
past" and to finally "overcome the division of Europe and to create a
just and lasting European peace order" with the "awareness of their
common interests and their common responsibility for the
development of a new and free Europe that is united by human
rights, democracy and the rule of law." Indeed the very existence and
rights of a German minority in Poland and a Polish minority in
Germany were disputed at various times by both parties and have
been a subject of dispute between the two countries since the close of
World War H."
Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, 45th
Sess., Agenda Item 17, addendum pt. 4, %1 27-28
U.N. Doc
EICN.4Sub.2/1993134fAdd.4 (1993). The next paragraph (paragraph 29) states:
Such treaties should include provisions for the settlement of di,;putes over
their implementation. Should disputes arise over the implements tion of and
compliance with such bilateral treaties or other arrangements, the State
parties should first seek a solution in accordance with the procedure
foreseen in the treaty or arrangement. When a State feels that thds does not
give satisfaction to its concern, it should turn to the relevant regional or
United Nations bodies for assistance in conflict resolution. Such assistance
could include fact-finding, monitoring, the use of advisory services and,
where appropriate, other mechanisms as envisaged by the Secretary-General
of the United Nations in his Agenda for Peace.
101. Framework Convention, supra note 2, at art. 18 1.
102. Article 20 of the treaty reflects the contents of the Copenhagen Document, in
particular, paragraph 32, while the treaty concluded between Hungary and Romania
in September 1996 specifically refers to the norms set forth in the documents of the
United Nations, the OSCE and the Council of Europe. See Draft HungarianRomanian Basic Treaty-Excerpts, MTI Econews, Sept. 2, 1996, available in LEXIS,
News Library, MTI File.
103. Wladyslaw Czaplinksi, The New Polish-German Treaties and the Changing
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Following World War II, the Potsdam Agreement provided that
persons of German origin in Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia be
transferred to Germany."l The minority situation in these countries
was further complicated by the German Basic Law which provided
that all persons who were nationals of the former German Reichstadt
be defined as German.-' s Thus, some persons residing in Poland could
claim that they were German nationals under German law.' While
specifically not dealing with the issue of citizenship, the treaty
between Poland and Germany attempts to resolve the issue by
defining members of the ethnic minority within the State as nationals
of the State in which they reside, but still declare language, culture
and traditions as those of the other State, depending on their origin.
Thus, the individual has the right to declare minority status and does
not incur any negative consequence for making such a declaration.
The treaty incorporates by reference the relevant international
standards for minority protections including:
the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the European Convention on Human
Rights and the Basic Freedoms, the 1966 Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Convention
on Civil and Political Rights, the Helsinki Final Act of 1975, the 1990
Copenhagen Document on the Human Dimension of the CSCE and
the Charter of Paris for a New Europe of 1990.'c
In addition, the treaty articulates the most important minority
rights. Article 20 provides that either minority has the right to
"express, maintain and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and
religious identity" free from attempts of forced naturalization.'
Further, these groups specifically have the right to use their national
language for transactions and for identification, create and support
"educational, cultural and religious institutions," profess and exercise
religious beliefs, and maintain "unhindered" contact with members of
their group either within or outside the borders!" Both countries are
PoliticalStructure of Europe,86 AM. . INT'L L. 163. 168 (1992).

104. Id. at 164.
105. 1d at 165.
106. Id.

107. Treaty Between Poland and Germany on Good-Neighborliness and Friendly
Cooperation, June 17, 1991, 1992 (No.14) Dziennik Ustaw 191, at art. 20 [hereinafter
Poland-Germany Treaty on Good-Neighborliness].
108. Id. at art. 20(1). This article also mandates that each minority also has the
"right to fully and effectively exercise its human rights and basic freedoms without
any discrimination and in full equality before the law." Id.
109. Id. at art. 20(3). The complete text of this article provides:
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required to create conditions to promote the minority groups'
identity,110 including instruction in their natural language, teaching
their history and culture and encouraging participation in public
affairs and decision-making."'
The treaty affirms the principle of territorial integrity of States,
The parties to the treaty declare that the persons named [in article 20(1)]
have the right either individually or with other members of theii group to do
the following:
freely make use of their mother tongue privately and in public,
disseminate and exchange information in it and have acce;s to it;
establish and maintain their own educational, cultural and religious
institutions, organizations or associations, which can request voluntary
contributions of a financial or other type as well as public support in
accordance with national regulations and have equal right to access the
media in their region;
- profess their religious belief and exercise it, including th acquisition and
possession as well as application of religious material, and hold religious
instruction in the mother-tongue;
establish and cultivate unhindered contact with one another within the
country as well as cross-border contacts with other States' citizens, with
whom they share a common ethnic or national origin, a common cultural
heritage or religious profession;
use their first and surnames in the form of the mother tongue;
establish and maintain organizations or associations in their country and
work together in international non-State organizations;
make the same use as everyone of effective legal measure to implement
their rights in accordance with national legal regulations.
110. Id. at art. 21(1).
111. The Poland-Germany Treaty on Good-Neighborliness article 21(2)
specifically provides that the Parties will do the following:
- make possible or facilitate for each other, within the framework of the
existing laws, promotional measures for the groups named in Article 20(1);
- endeavor to provide for the members of the groups named in Article 20(1),
notwithstanding the necessity of learning the official languaga of the relevant
State, and in accordance with the applicable national laws, appropriate
opportunities for instruction of their mother tongue or in their mother
tongue at official educational establishments as well as, wherever this is
possible, the opportunity to use it with the authorities;
in connection with the teaching of history and cultural matters at educational
establishments, take account of the history and culture of the groups named
in Article 20(1);
- respect the right of members of the groups named in Article 20(1), to take
effective part in public affairs, including affairs concerning the protection and
promotion of their identity;
- take the measures necessary to ensure this, and take these measures after
appropriate consultations, in accordance with the normal procedure of
decision-making in the State concerned, these consultations including
contacts with organizations or associations of the groups named in Article
20(1).
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requires minorities to act loyally and in conformity with the laws of
the State'2 of their declared citizenship' and reflects the principles
outlined in article 12 of the Framework Convention providing for
neighboring countries to protect minority groups within their
borders.1 4 The treaty seems to have reduced the potential for conflict
between the parties in addition to furthering the respect for minority
groups. 11

The situation of ethnic Hungarians living outside the present
borders of Hungary has been a persistent concern for the Hungarian
government. At the present time, nearly one third of the world's
Hungarian population lives outside of Hungary, and substantial
minority communities can be found in Romania, the former
Czechoslovakia, the Ukraine and the former Yugoslavia. While the
Hungarian Constitution itself contains strong provisions for
protection of ethnic minorities within its own borders, its minority
policy is twofold: to protect the right of ethnic minorities within its
own borders and to secure protection for Hungarian minorities in
other States. 6
In furtherance of this policy, Hungary entered into bilateral
agreements with several of its neighbors. In May 1991, a joint
declaration was issued on the principles of cooperation between the
Republic of Hungary and the Ukranian Soviet Socialist Republic
guaranteeing the rights of national minorities'
This declaration
112. The Poland-Germany Treaty on Good-Neighborliness article 22(1) states:
None of the commitments in Articles 20 and 21 must be interpreted in such a

way that they establish the right to conduct an activity or to commit an act
that is contrary to the aims and principles of the U.N. Charter, other
obligations under international law or the rules of the Final Act of the
Helsinki conference, including the principle of territorial integrity of States.
113. The Poland-Germany Treaty on Good-Neighborliness article 22(2) states:
Every member of the groups named in Article 20(1) in the Republic of
Poland or respectively, in the Federal Republic of Germany is obliged by the
above regulations to act, like any citizen of a State, loyally towards that State
by complying with the commitments he has as a result of the laws of that
State.
114. See id; Framework Convention, supra note 2, at art. 19.
115. Wippman, supra note 5, at 619. Wippman also labels -remarkable" the
provision that provides for experts from each country to study minority groups in
respective countries. Id.

116. See generally Michael L Geroe & Thomas K. Gump, Hungary and a New
Paradigmfor the Protection of Ethnic Minorities in Central and Eastern Europe, 32
COLUM.

J. TRANSNAT'L L. 673 (1995).

117. See id.
at 696-97, which states that the Declaration between the Ukraine and
Hungary adopts a "collective view of minority rights" wherein "the countries pledge
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affirms the principle of territorial sovereignty of States and requires
members of national minorities to observe the laws of the country in
which they live. Forced assimilation is prohibited, and citizens have
the right to decide to which minority they want to belong."' The
declaration affirms linguistic and religious rights of minorities and
requires each party to forbid activities and propaganda that evoke
violence, hatred and dissent on nationality grounds.
The Treaty on Good-Neighborly Relations and Friendly
Cooperation between the Republic of Hungary and the Slovak
Republic of March 19, 1995 contains similar provisions regarding
minorities. This treaty goes further, however, and specifically
incorporates the relevant international documents for minority
protection including: the Framework Convention, the Copenhagen
Document, the U.N. Declaration on Rights of Persons Belonging to
National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities and
Recommendation 1201 promulgated in 1993 by the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe. Similar bilateral treaties were
concluded by Hungary with Slovenia, Russia and Croatia and
incorporate by reference relevant international documents pertaining
to minority protection.
The most recent treaty concluded by Hungary that deals with
minority rights is the Treaty on Understanding, Cooperation and
Good Neighborliness concluded between Hungary and Romania on
September 16, 1996. Fully one fourth of the text pertains to national
minorities, an issue of contention between the two countries.
Following World War I and again after World War II, Transylvania,
with over two million ethnic Hungarians, was transferred to Romania,
contributing to the tension and distrust that existed between the
nations."9 The treaty addresses minority issues in detail, applies the
principles set out in the Framework Convention 2 ' and incorporates
the relevant international human rights agreements, including
to respect the rights of minorities 'both as communities forming an organic part of
their... States, as well as of persons belonging to them."' (citing Report of the
Economic and Social Council: Human Rights Questions, U.N. GAOR, 46th Sess.,
Annex, at 3, U.N. Doc. A/46/467 (1991)).
118. The treaty provides further that the parties "guarantee that such a decision is
in no way to their detriment." Declaration on the Principles of Cooperation Between
the Republic of Hungary and the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in
Guaranteeing the Rights of National Minorities (visited Fab. 23, 1999)
<http://www.htmh.hu/dokumentumok/dec-uk-e.htm>.
119. See Geroe & Gump, supra note 116, at 692.
120. See Framework Convention, supra note 2, at arts. 1-19.
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documents promulgated by the United Nations, the OSCE and the
Council of Europe. Similar to the treaty between Poland and
Germany, this treaty provides for freedom of expression and religious
identity, as well as allowing for the creation and maintenance of
institutions for educational, cultural and religious instruction.
Further, it permits the use of the national language of the minority
group in both transactions and teaching so that the national language
wNill be reflected in surnames, topographical locations and media
information.
The treaty encourages minority participation in
political, social, economic and cultural life, works to preserve
minority culture and tradition, requires access to minority group
members inside and outside the country of residence and demands
compliance with the laws under which they live.
An
"intergovernmental expert commission" was created to implement
the guarantees provided for in the treaty and to provide an
"international legal framework" to protect the rights of minority
groups within the guidance of several legal international documents.
Final adoption of the treaty was complicated by the insistence of
Hungary that Recommendation 1201 of the European Parliament,
which refers to collective rights, be incorporated together with the
other international documents. A compromise was reached whereby
Recommendation 1201 was included in the text with a footnote that
stipulates that "[t]he contracting parties agree that Recommendation
1201 does not refer to collective rights, nor does it impose upon them
the obligation to grant to the concerned persons any right to a special
status of territorial autonomy based on ethnic criteria."
Russia has also taken an active role vth respect to encouraging
bilateral treaties to resolve issues of minority protection. While the
Agreement Establishing the Commonwealth of Independent States
guarantees the protection of minority rights, there are few bilateral
agreements specifically detailing the terms of such protections." As a
121. The relevant provision reads as follows:

The High Contracting Parties guarantee to their citizens, regardless of their
nationality or other differences, equal rights and freedoms. Each of the
High Contracting Parties guarantees to the citizens of the other Parties, and
also to stateless persons resident in their territory, regardless of national
affiliation or other differences, civil, political, social, economic, and cultural
rights and freedoms in accordance with the universally recognized
international norms relating to human rights.
Report of the Special Committee on the Charter of the United Nations and on the

Strengthening of the Role of the Organization,U.N. GAOR, 46th Sess., at 4. U.N.
Doc. A/46f771 (1991).
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result of the Soviets forced relocation policy of national populations
and mass immigration of Russians to newly annexed territories,
ethnic Russians are a substantial minority in many of the former
Soviet republics, which are now independent States and, indeed, at
the present time approximately twenty-five million people of Russian
nationality live outside Russia.m
Thus, the "Russian minority
question" has come to play a central role in defining the relations
between Russia and its former republics.' 3
In May 1997, the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and
Partnership was signed between the Russian Federation and the
Ukraine. While dealing with a range of issues including disarmament,
coordination of economic trade and customs policy and cooperation
in relief work and rescue operations, it also addresses minority
concerns. Unlike the Hungarians and the Polish-German model, the
treaty does not attempt to define minority, but it does embrace the
equality and non-discrimination principles of article 27 of the ICCPR.
Article 12 pertains to minority protection. While not specifically
incorporating the relevant international documents relating to
minority protection, such protection is spelled out in general terms,
and the parties undertake to conclude an agreement of cooperation
on the issue.
However, disputes concerning the situation of ethnic minorities
in the Baltic republics has been the source of the most tension and
closely watched by Russia, which has repeatedly accused the Baltic
States of "gross violations of human rights"
and some central Asian
124
republics of "Islamic fundamentalism.',
After declaring independence from Russia, both Estonia and
Latvia enacted a law on languages and restrictive citizenship laws that
effectively excluded most Russians who took up residence in those

122. See ProvisionalVerbatim Record of the 12th Meeting, U.N. GAOR, 47th Sess.,
at 5, U.N. Doec. A/47/PV.12 (1992).
123. Ethnic discrimination in Russia continues and is even worse since the
breakup of the Soviet Union. See Russian Federation: Ethnic Discrimination in
Southern Russia, HUM. RTs. WATCH, Aug. 1998, at 2. The Russian government is to
blame, in part because it has failed to prevent discrimination and Ferpetuates such
practices. I& The discrimination includes police harassment of "ethnic Caucasians
through selective enforcement of residence requirements (propiska) and mandatory
registration of visitors." Id. Victims are forced to pay bribes or are alternatively
beaten and arrested. Id.
124. Claire Messina, Hostages of the Empire, 98 AFTER THE SovI-ST UNION, issue
IV (1994) <http://www.unhcr.ch/pubs/rmO98/rmO9804.htm>.
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countries after 1940 from becoming citizens.'" These measures have
provoked a sharp reaction from Moscow claiming that "[t]he
principle of good neighborliness has been put into jeopardy.""
Indeed, Russia believes that the "best way of solving the human rights
problems existing between the Russian Federation and the Baltic
States [is] the establishment of mutually acceptable bilateral
agreements in strict compliance with international standards.""

VII. Structure of Bilateral Accords
While the study of minority protection continues within the
United Nations and other international organizations, some
preliminary conclusions can be drawn from these studies."' First,
minority protections continue to be largely ineffective because of
definitional difficulties. Second, minority conflicts are sensitive to
historical, social and political factors, and thus effective measures to
ensure minority protection must be carefully crafted to take these
factors into account. There is no uniform formula that can be applied

125. See Marc Holzapfel, Note, The Implications of Human Rights Abuses Curnldy
Occurring in the Baltic States Against the Ethnic Russian National Minoriy, 2 BUFF. J.
INT'L L. 329 (1996); see also David Filipov, Language Makes Some Latvians Aliens,
BOSTON GLOBE, Apr. 3, 1998, at 1 ("Unlike most former Soviet republics, Latvia and
Estonia granted automatic citizenship only to those who could trace their families'
residence there before 1940. That was the year that the Soviet Union, in a deal with
Nazi Germany at the beginning of World War II, seized the Baltic countries and
ended two decades of independence. Most Latvians have a family member who was
sent to Stalin's camps during purges in 1940 and 1944. Campaigns to wipe out Baltic
nationalism continued until the late 1980s.")
126. Situation of Human Rights in Estonia and Latvia,U.N. GAOR, 4Sth Sess., at 2,
U.N. Doe. A/48/223 (1993).
127. Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities, 44th Sess., 19th mtg., at 18, S SS, U.N. Doc. EICN.4fSub.211992SR.19
(1992). Violence erupted in the capital of Latvia in May of 1998 in the wake of a
crackdown by the Latvian palace on a group of elderly, mostly Russian speakers
protesting the high cost of living in Latvia. See The Latvian-Russian Crisis: A
Chronology
(visited
Feb.
2,
1999)
<httpilwwv.baltics-w.
com/newsfeatures/chronology-latvian.htm>.
128. See Pejic, supranote 50, at 668. Pejic notes that although the General Assembly
requested that the U.N. Economic and Social Council make a thorough study of the fate
and protection of minorities, effective measures for such protection are still wanting
today. Id. at 668-69. For further analysis, see Francesco Capotorti, The Protectionof
Minorities Under Multilateral Agreements on Hwnan Rights, in M=ORnmFs IN
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LAWS 218, 227 (Dr. Satish Chandra ed., 1935) (citing
U.N. Doc. A/Res.t217(iii)(C) (1945)).
Furthermore, protection of minorities
languished within the U.N. system of protection of individual rights partly because of
the difficulty of adopting "a uniform solution." Pejic, supra note 50, at 66S.
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to resolve the ever-increasing number of ethnic conflicts throughout
the world, but rather a range of options and mechanisms should be
implemented.
Building on the lessons of the past, the nations involved should
be encouraged to take the recommendation of various international
and regional organizations and pursue a bilateral resolution of
minority issues. Models now exist and can be tailored to the unique
situation of the States involved. Developed international norms and
standards can be incorporated into these bilateral arrangements
either by reference or through specific text. In addition, through this
bilateral route, each State can affirm its commitment to respecting
borders and requiring allegiance to the State of residence of its ethnic
nationals and rejecting claims of secession.
The recent bilateral agreements embodying minority protection
take different forms but arose in a similar context and have similar
characteristics that might make this approach successful in other
situations of ethnic conflict. The following factors were common to
all situations:
1. Each of the situations involved a change in territorial
boundaries or the disintegration of an existing State and
creation of new States resulting in national minorities within
a State;
2. The interest of each of the ethnic minorities involved was
urged by the State of national identity through international,
political or legal channels;
3. Both States displayed a willingness to engage in dialogue and
showed a commitment to arriving at an amicable solution;
4. Internal politics thus played a crucial role with both leaders
and political parties willing and able to compromise;
5. The existing norms pertaining to minority protection found
in the international and regional documents were repeated;
6. Irredentist or secessionist goals were discarded in favor of
accommodation; and
7. Economic conditions were favorable and resources
committed to a greater or lesser extent were to carry out the
agreements reached or the economic benefit of revoking such
an agreement was foreseeable.
In addition, the treaties and declarations embody common principles
and protections. For example:
1. The individual is given the option of declaring minority status
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and suffers no detriment for making such a determination;
2. The territorial integrity of each State is respected and assured
by the treaty;
3. Forced assimilation is not allowed;
4. Allegiance to the State in which minorities live is required of
the minorities; and
5. Cultural autonomy, including language and religion, is
assured.'
Situations where the bilateral approach might be appropriate are
many and include Albania-Macedonia and between Russia and its
former republics.
VIII. Conclusion
Bilateral agreements can be an effective mechanism to deal with
issues of minority protection. They can be specifically tailored to
meet State and minority concerns. They can build mutual trust by
affirming commitments to respect territorial integrity, inviability of
borders and require the loyalty of all those living within its borders.
As the Italian-Austrian resolution demonstrates, mutual trust,
cooperation and flexibility are required for effective implementation.
In addition, continuing oversight of implementation in the form of
bilateral or regional arrangements should be an essential component
of the agreement.
While minority conflicts continue to escalate, the bilateral treaty
approach appears to be under-utilized and should be further
explored.

129. For a comprehensive review of minority arrangements in Vestern Europe,
see Alcock, supra note 20.

